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Abstract 
U-shaped wharf layout is a new type of automatic wharf loading and unloading 
technology, which can realize the automatic operation of container ship side loading and 
unloading, horizontal transportation and yard loading and unloading. Aiming at the 
integrated scheduling problem among dual trolley shore bridge, horizontal 
transportation equipment and dual cantilever rail crane, a hybrid programming model 
is established with the goal of minimizing operation time. The multi-objective genetic 
algorithm is compared with the solution results of CPLEX to verify the effectiveness of 
GA, and the scheduling results of an example are given. 
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1. Introduction 

The open economic policy has promoted the good development of import and export trade 
relations between China and other countries. Ninety percent of all imports and exports are 
shipped by sea, and more than 60 percent of seaborne cargoes are shipped in containers. The 
port is an important node of container transportation, so it is necessary to save energy 
consumption and reduce the operating cost of equipment.  U-shaped channel port layout plan 
submitted by the Shanghai ZhenHua heavy industries. The field level transport equipment by 
special road arrived in yard directly target bay, without having to enter the interaction zone 
assignments waiting. It can reduce waiting time, improve the working efficiency, avoid yard 
crane long-distance reciprocating move containers at the same time, reduce the energy 
consumption, more in line with the green building concept of wharf.  It can be seen that 
reducing the energy consumption of wharf operation and promoting green port construction 
are gradually getting attention. 
Container terminal scheduling has been a hot research topic at home and abroad, and there are 
many researches on loading and unloading equipment scheduling.  In view of the configuration 
and scheduling problem of a single device, Liang, et al [1], studied the quayside bridge 
scheduling problem from two aspects of quayside bridge task scheduling and quantity 
configuration, established a coupling model of quayside bridge scheduling and configuration, 
and applied the cyclic iterative method to solve the quayside bridge configuration and 
scheduling scheme within each time window.  Chang, et al [2], proposed a wharf multi-ship 
quayside scheduling method based on dynamic rolling horizontal strategy, aiming at 
minimizing the operation time of all ships in the port and the quayside operation balance, to 
calculate the optimal loading and unloading sequence of quayside and the completion time of 
container loading and unloading. Miyamoto, et al [3], mainly considered the scheduling of AGV 
on the free path and the capacity limit of buffer to achieve task scheduling and conflict-free 
routing. They proposed local search and random search methods and evaluated them. Han, et 
al. [4], established a container port simulation model for the scheduling strategy and quantity 
allocation of AGVS in automated container ports, and analyzed the influence of different AGV 
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scheduling strategies and AGV quantity allocation on the efficiency of port handling 
system.  Choe, et al [5], took the shortest AGV empty sailing distance as the optimization 
objective and proposed an online learning algorithm based on artificial neural network, which 
can dynamically adjust the AGV scheduling strategy according to the constantly changing 
situation in automated container terminals and select the optimal AGV scheduling scheme in 
real time. 
Some scholars study the integrated scheduling of wharf operation equipment from the 
perspective of two or more equipment scheduling. Yang, et al [6], considered the task allocation 
constraints of AGV and RMG and studied the scheduling problems of three kinds of automatic 
dock equipment, including double trolley quay crane, AGV and relay double track gantry crane, 
in the process of ship unloading. Jonker, et al [7], developed a comprehensive model to 
represent the loading and unloading of containers by quayside cranes, automatic guided 
vehicles and yard cranes. In the form of mixed flow shop, customized simulated annealing 
algorithm balanced the solution and calculation time was used to solve the model and obtain a 
coordinated schedule. Luo, et al [8], studied two important issues of vehicle scheduling and 
container allocation and storage location, established a model with the goal of minimizing ship 
berthing time, and determined the detailed schedule of all vehicles and storage location of all 
containers in the unloading process.  Hu, et al [9], discussed the joint vehicle scheduling and 
storage allocation problems of wharf cranes and yard cranes in automated terminals, including 
the allocation of automatic vehicles to containers, the sequential processing of vehicle transport 
containers and the allocation of storage space for containers. 
The problems of joint configuration and integrated scheduling among offshore operations, 
horizontal operations and yard operations have attracted extensive attention from scholars at 
home and abroad. Considering the complexity of the integrated scheduling problem, most 
scholars use heuristic algorithm to solve the problem, while a few use precise algorithm to solve 
the problem. Jonker, et al [10], studied the comprehensive scheduling problem of shore, bridge 
and AGV in the synchronous operation mode of loading and unloading, which was abstract to a 
mixed flow shop scheduling problem and proposed a modified algorithm.  Yang, et al [11], 
proposed an integrated coordinated scheduling for moving equipment and AGV routing, 
established a two-layer programming model, and studied and compared rolling horizontal 
program and two-layer genetic algorithm based on congestion prevention rules.  Xin, et al [12], 
developed the MIP model with good block diagonal structure, proposed column generation to 
get the lower bound, and proposed a new branch price method to find the approximate optimal 
solution. 

2. Model Design 

2.1. Description of the Problem 
Automatic container terminal u-shaped process layout, the application of horizontal 
transportation equipment AGV, with the quay automated double trolley quay and the yard 
automated double cantilever rail crane combined to achieve intelligent integrated operation 
scheduling. The unloading process is as follows: the main trolley first places the container on 
the transfer platform, the door frame trolley picks up the container from the transfer platform 
and dumps it to the AGV.  The AGV transports containers directly to the target location of 
cantilever rail cranes in the yard by horizontal transportation. Each container area is equipped 
with a double cantilever rail crane for loading and unloading. One cantilever on one side of the 
rail crane will unload containers to the designated location. The packing process is the opposite. 
In this paper, the loading and unloading and transportation conditions of multi-bridge, multi-
AGV and multi-cantilever rail crane are considered to study the scheduling problem of 
operating equipment under single ship operation surface, quantify the energy consumption of 
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operating equipment, and calculate the energy consumption of each equipment under different 
operating conditions. A multi-objective integer programming model was established to 
minimize the loading and unloading operation time and energy consumption. 

2.2. Model Assumptions 
In order to model the actual problem and facilitate expression and understanding, the following 
assumptions are made: 
(1) The task of loading and unloading containers on the double trolley quayside bridge is known, 
and the processing sequence is known. 
(2) The stacking position of containers in the yard is known. 
(3) The turnover of double trolley shore bridge and rail crane is not considered. 
(4) The capacity of the transfer platform of double trolley quay bridge is not considered. 
(5) Factors such as AGV route optimization and route congestion conflict during transportation 
are not considered. 

2.3. Model 
2.3.1. Model Parameters 

Q :set of QCs,  1,2,3,...,Q q ;V :set of AGVs,  1,2,3,...,V v ;B :set of blocks,  1,2,3,...,B b ;

N :set of containers,  1,2,3,..., ,N i j ;D :Collection of inlet boxes to be unloaded by the ship;

L :Collection of export boxes to be loaded by the ship; 1 :Waiting energy consumption per unit 

time of AGV; 2 :Driving energy consumption per unit time under AGV load; 3 :Driving energy 

consumption per unit time of AGV under no-load; 1 :Operation energy consumption per unit 

time of main trolley of shore bridge; 2 :Operation energy consumption per unit time of gantry 

trolley of shore bridge; 3 :Waiting energy consumption per unit time of double trolley quayside 

Bridge; 1 :Energy consumption per unit time of cantilever rail crane; 2 :Waiting energy 

consumption per unit time of cantilever rail crane; ie :The time for Quayside main trolley 

unloading container from ship to transfer platform; 1 :The time for quay gantry trolley to 

unload containers from transfer platform to AGV ; 2 :The time for the rail crane to unload the 

container to the specified position; viT :The time required for AGV v to run from shore bridge 

side to target position; qir :The time for the QC to complete task I; bif :The time for cantilever rail 
crane to complete task I;M :A very large positive number. 

i :If container I is an export container, it is 1, otherwise it is 0; vjS :If the start task of AGV trolley 

V is j, it is 1; otherwise it is 0; viF :If the end task of AGV trolley V is i, it is 1; otherwise it is 0; bjS :If 

the starting task of field bridge b is j, it is 1; otherwise it is 0; biF :If the end task of field bridge b 
is I, it is 1; otherwise it is 0; 

i
qu :If container I is handled by quayside bridge Q, it is 1, otherwise it is 0; i

bv :If container I is 

handled by cantilever rail crane B, it is 1, otherwise it is 0; i
jt :If the previous task I of quayside 

bridge loading and unloading export box J is also export box, it is 1, otherwise it is 0; i
jr ;If the 

previous task I of loading and unloading the inlet box J of the shore bridge is also the inlet box, 
it is 1, otherwise it is 0; qijx :QC q completes the i task and then processes the j task, It is 1, 

otherwise it is 0; vijy :AGV v completes the i task and then processes the j task, it is 1, otherwise 
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it is 0; bijw :Field bridge b completes the i task and then processes the j task, It is 1, otherwise it 
is 1. 
2.3.2. Mathematical Model 
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Equation (1) represents the operation energy consumption generated by container loading and 
unloading on double trolley quayside bridge; Equation (2) represents the waiting energy 
consumption caused by the dual trolley shore bridge waiting for AGV; Equation (3) represents 
the total energy consumption of AGV in load state and no-load state; Equation (4) represents 
the waiting energy consumption of AGV waiting double trolley shore bridge and cantilever rail 
crane; Equation (5) represents the operation energy consumption generated by the cantilever 
rail crane during container loading and unloading; Equation (6) represents the waiting energy 
consumption caused by the cantilever rail crane waiting for AGV. 
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Equation (7) indicates that the target is the lowest total energy consumption of operation 
equipment. Equation (8) indicates that the target is the shortest total operation time in the 
loading and unloading process. Equations (9) - (14) indicate that only one operation is allowed 
for each container task when AGV trolley and cantilever rail crane are carrying out container 
operation. 
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Constraint (15) indicates that each container will exist in a container area; Constraint (16) 
means that the continuous operation in the double cantilever rail crane in the box area must be 
the container in the same box area B; Equation (17) indicates that the time when the double 
trolley shore bridge is completed I is not earlier than the sum of the time when the AGV trolley 
arrives at the double trolley shore bridge and the time spent on loading and unloading 
containers on the shore bridge. 
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Equation (18) shows that when J is an export container and the AGV trolley continues to 
transport the container J after transporting the container I, the time when the AGV trolley 
reaches the double cantilever rail crane in the storage yard is not earlier than the sum of the 
time when the AGV trolley completes the transportation of the container I and the time taken 
by the AGV to transport the container from position I to position J; Equation (19) indicates that 
when J is an imported container and the AGV trolley continues to transport container J after 
transporting container I, the time when the AGV trolley reaches the shore bridge of the double 
trolley on the sea side is not earlier than the sum of the time when the AGV completes the 
transportation of container I and the time taken by the AGV to transport the container from 
position I to position J; Equation (20) indicates that when I is an imported container, the time 
when the AGV trolley arrives at the location of the container in the storage yard shall not be 
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earlier than the sum of the time when the double trolley quay bridge completes container 
loading and unloading and the time taken by the AGV trolley for horizontal transportation. 
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Equation (21) indicates that the time when the double cantilever rail crane completes the 
container I is not earlier than the sum of the time when the AGV trolley reaches the position of 
the double cantilever rail crane and the time taken by the rail crane to load and unload the 
container; Equation (22) indicates that when I is an export container, the time when the AGV 
trolley reaches the position of the shore bridge of the double trolley on the sea side is not earlier 
than the sum of the time when the double cantilever rail crane completes the container loading 
and unloading and the time taken for the horizontal transportation of the AGV trolley. 
Constraint (23) means that the AGV trolley continuously transports the export box and the 
import box. The time when the double cantilever rail crane starts loading and unloading the 
container J is not earlier than the sum of the time when the loading and unloading of the 
container I is completed and the time when the cantilever rail crane moves from the position of 
the container I to the position of J; Constraint (24) indicates that the AGV trolley continuously 
transports the export box and the import box, and the time when the quay bridge starts loading 
and unloading container J is not earlier than the sum of the time when the loading and unloading 
of container I is completed and the time when the dual trolley quay bridge moves from the 
position of container I to the position of J. 
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Equations (28) - (29) represent the value constraints of decision variables.  

3. Algorithm Design 

Scheduling problem is a NP hard problem. The complexity of establishing the model is high and 
the calculation is difficult. GA is usually used to solve it. 

3.1. Chromosome Coding and Encoding  
The problem in this paper covers three kinds of equipment: QC, AGV and bridge. Considering 
the container task in the loading and unloading synchronous mode, the multi-layer 
chromosomes are used to represent the terminal integrated scheduling problem. 
Table 1 illustrates the encoding process, assuming there are 2 QCs, each having 4 loading 
containers and 4 unloading containers, and 4 AGVs to transport. Numbers 1–4 represent the 
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containers belonging to QC1, and numbers 5–8 represent the containers belonging to QC2. The 
number of AGVs is from 1 to 4, where AGV 1 and AGV2 perform the unloading task, and AGV3 
and AGV 4 perform the loading task initially. 
 

Table 1. Examples of chromosome coding 
Container number 1 5 4 2 7 6 8 3 
AGV number 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

3.2. Non Dominated Sorting 
Non dominated sorting is to sort the population individuals after the merger of parents and 
children, and assign all individuals in the population to different front ends. The order value 
starts from 1 and increases by one in turn. Compare the unordered individual P in the 
population with all other unordered individuals Q in turn, and check whether individual P 
dominates individual Q. If it can be controlled, the sequence of individual P is higher than the 
current sequence value; On the contrary, individual P is given the current order value. 

3.3. Crowding Distance 
Crowding distance is to calculate the distance between each individual in a front end and its 
adjacent individuals to ensure that the algorithm can converge to a uniformly distributed 
Pareto surface, as shown in equation 28. The greater the crowding distance of an individual, the 
greater the difference of the objective function between the individual and adjacent individuals, 
the more opportunities to participate in reproduction and evolution, and the better the 
diversity. For the multi-objective in this paper, the crowding distance of energy consumption 
and time are calculated respectively, and the average value of them is taken as the final 
crowding distance of individuals. 
 

 
    

max min

1 1m m
d d
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f f
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3.4. Selection 
The selection strategy adopts the elite reservation tournament method, that is, the tournament 
selection method with elite reservation is used to select the population to ensure that the 
optimal individual will be selected to participate in the tournament. Tournament method is to 
select individuals from the population for comparison, select individuals with large fitness 
value and enter the offspring population until the selected set reaches the number of 
individuals to be selected. 

3.5. Crossover and Mutation 
Because AGVs can perform any loading and unloading tasks of QCs, no crossover for AGVs is 
considered, but crossover for the chromosome of the loading and unloading tasks is considered. 
In order to improve the efficiency of the crossover, Multi-point Crossover was used. The 
algorithm randomly selects multiple crossing points on chromosomes, where every two 
crossing points matches at a location and then chromosomes are exchanged between two 
points. Although each number can only appear once in the loading and unloading task, the 
exchange of chromosomes between two crossing points may lead to some code numbers to 
appear twice, so we may need to repair one of those chromosomes. 
The AGV needs to load a container (unload a container) after unloading a container (loading a 
container), so the mutation of the chromosome only needs to mutate the unloading or loading 
tasks. We adopted the Multi-points Mutation to randomly select the multiple points of mutation 
in a chromosome to form a new chromosome, see Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Example of chromosomal variation 

4. Numerical Experments 

4.1. Parameter Settings 
The processing time of the main trolley that placed the container onto the transfer platform 
followed uniform distribution U (30, 60) s. The processing time of the portal trolley that placed 
the container onto the AGV from the transfer platform was fixed at 40 s, and the processing 
time of the ARMG localized in the front of the yard, which obtained the container from the AGV-
mate and then unloaded it in the storage area, was fixed at 50 s. The processing time of ARMG 
localized in the back of the yard that moved the container from the storage area to the assigned 
truck followed uniform distribution U (100, 120) s. GA parameters were set based on 
preliminary tests, including a crossover rate of 0.8, mutation rate of 0.05, population size of 40, 
and maximum generation of 500.See Table 2 for relevant parameters of energy consumption of 
double trolley quayside bridge, AGV and cantilever rail crane. 

 
Table 2. Device parameter setting table 

Symbol name Parameter value 

1 /unit min /( ) 1 

2 /unit min /( ) 4 

3 /unit min /( ) 1.6 

1 /un it m in /( )  1.5 

2 /unit min /( ) 0.8 

3 /unit min /( ) 0.8 

1 /unit min /( ) 2 

2 /unit min /( ) 1.1 

4.2. Results for Small-sized Problems 
Through the analysis and calculation example, when the number of containers is 10-20, 
DOCPLEX can calculate the result within 5S. With the increase of the number of containers, the 
solution time of DOCPLEX increases sharply. When the number of containers reaches 50, 
DOCPLEX cannot obtain an effective and accurate solution. In contrast, the solution time of 
genetic algorithm does not increase sharply with the change of the number of containers, and 
has been stable within 30s. There is little difference between the function value of job energy 
consumption and job time solved by the genetic algorithm of non-dominated sorting 
optimization and the lower bound value of the objective function obtained by DOCPLEX, which 
is within the acceptable range. The above analysis shows that the genetic algorithm of non-
dominated scheduling optimization can achieve good results in solving the integrated 
scheduling optimization problem of multi-objective operating equipment, see  Table 3. 
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Table 3. Comparison results of calculation examples 

Number Number of tasks DOCPLEX GA 
f1/unit f2/min time /s f1/unit f2/min time /s 

1 10 163.24  26.81  0.42 177.39 28.23 10.70 
2 15 218.30  23.26  1.67 239.46 26.32 13.45 
3 20 286.53  31.97  4.23 315.62 35.71 14.74 
4 30 488.82  44.53  21.74 536.28 47.03 19.52 
5 40 671.68  72.76  68.49 703.88 79.86 22.92 
6 50 / / / 986.78 89.40 27.91 

4.3. Results for Large-sized Problems 
The number of loading and unloading containers in the example is 60-200. With the increase of 
the number of containers, the accurate solution cannot effectively solve the problem and obtain 
the scheduling results. Therefore, the genetic algorithm of non-dominated sorting optimization 
is used to solve the example. Each example runs 20 times and takes the average value to reduce 
the random error. Based on the random distribution, 12 groups of calculation examples are 
randomly generated. The detailed calculation results are shown in Table 4. 
According to the example analysis, it can be found that the genetic algorithm of non-dominated 
sorting optimization can get the optimal solution in a shorter calculation time. For example 15 
with 150 container tasks, the running time is only 73.16s, while when the traditional calculation 
method is used for 40 container tasks, the running time is 68.49s, which shows that the genetic 
algorithm of non-dominated sorting optimization can significantly reduce the computing 
running time. 
 

Table 4. Examples Results 
Number Number of tasks QC:AGV:RMG f1/unit f2/min time /s 

7 60 3:4:3 1059.39 93.51 31.29 
8 80 3:6:3 1419.12 89.64 40.56 
9 80 3:7:3 1427.92 78.67 41.54 

10 90 3:5:5 1966.63 148.48 44.74 
11 90 3:6:5 1982.48 138.13 46.78 
12 100 3:7:6 2510.76 184.82 51.32 
13 100 4:7:6 2383.94 152.96 51.76 
14 120 3:6:3 1941.99 133.36 62.25 
15 150 4:8:5 3486.76 185.59 73.16 
16 150 4:8:6 3619.78 194.76 75.19 
17 200 5:9:7 5285.24 243.32 96.72 
18 200 5:10:7 5202.76 250.20 98.22 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, the integrated scheduling problem of QC, AGV and crane is studied. Considering 
the container task in loading and unloading synchronous mode, the shortest operation time 
target model is established. The small-scale and large-scale loading and unloading operation 
are analyzed, and the small-scale example is accurately solved by CPLEX. Compared with GA, 
the effectiveness of the algorithm is proved. The research of this paper is more in line with the 
actual loading and unloading process of automatic terminal, but there are still some deficiencies 
in this paper. The path optimization of AGV trolley and the uncertain factors in the loading and 
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unloading process are not considered. The path optimization of AGV trolley is incorporated into 
the scheduling model. Considering the uncertain factors, the equipment integration scheduling 
problem is the future research direction. 
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